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Abstract—Recent works on the universality of Empirical
Spectral Density (E.S.D) of Random Matrices has provided a
framework to study the asymptotic behavior of random network
data. In the paper, the behavior of a wireless campus network
with low received base-station transmit power is investigated.
Mobile users are organized into 10 clusters of 25 mobile users
each and wireless IMT-Advanced Macro channel standard is used
for the channel model. The network is simulated using Optimum
Network (OPNET) Modeler 17.5 platform and packet drop data
is collected to form the entries of a non-hermittian random
matrix. The data is collected for a duration of 400s during
downlink transmission and analyzed for three scenarios namely:
static mobile users with shadowing vs no-shadowing, and network
inference from a stealth jamming source. The result shows that
for static nodes with shadowing and no-shadowing, the spectral
density of packet drop covariance matrix follows Marčenko
and Pastur (MP) distribution and the Ring law accurately, but
deviates considerably from MP distribution when the network
is jammed using a pulsed jamming source. Outliers are also
observed in the Ring-Law together with a shrinkage of eigenvalue
distribution towards the center of the inner-circle of the Ring-
Law when jammers are introduced into the network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Random Matrix Theory has in recent times, received con-
certed research interest because of the universality of its
framework to handle newly emerging technologies such as
Wireless Communication, Big-Data, Smart Grid, Financial
Market Analysis and Bio-medical Engineering. As such, much
effort has been put forward to present a uniform front in using
random matrix Theory (RMT) to analyze large dimensional
data sets. E. Wigner in 1967 predicted that the complex
organizational structure of heavy nuclei could be modeled
using a large random matrix [1]. Since the pioneering idea
of Wigner, RMT has been widely researched with application
in quantum Physics, principal component analysis, statistics
and communication theory consequent upon the universality
of its results. A random matrix generally has independent
identically distributed (i.i.d) gaussian entries and they are
broadly classified as: Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE)
and the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE) as in case of
real symmetric and complex hermitian matrices respectively
[2]. One such universal principle of RMT is derived by
Marčenko and Pastur [3] for the spectral distribution function
of eigenvalues of a sample covariance matrix. The spectral
density of a covariance matrix can be estimated using Kernel

density estimation [4]. From [3], it is known that the spectral
function of the covariance matrix of a random matrix follows
MP-Law. Hence, one has a universal bench mark to study the
performance of spectral functions when there is a deviation
from the MP-Law. This method of observing the spectral
behavior of random matrices can be used to study similar
universal behaviors of empirical spectral functions of covari-
ance matrices such as the Circular-Law, Semi-circular law,
the Quarter-circle law [3] and more recently, the Ring Law,
together with outliers observed in cases of matrix perturbations
[5]. Understanding the conditions for which these laws exhibit
certain bench-mark spectral distribution functions underscores
a valid intuition to use RMT to monitor and predict certain
perturbations and interference in packet loss data collected
on our network. The basis for collecting packet loss data
stems from the fact that packet-loss is a universal metric for
network Quality of Service (QoS) assessment. Again, packet-
drop data is a passive statistical metric and does not pose fear
of unwanted data surveillance that is often associated with
Big-Data collection. Hence, packet drop analysis presents a
generalized metric for which RMT can be used to solidify
network prediction analysis even in emerging communication
research domain such as the proposed 5G technology and Big-
Data analytics. Although the processing resources for real-time
processing of large network data sets is enormous and may
seem a bottle-neck for the application of predictions in this
paper, current research on distributed data processing can help
address real-time data processing needs [6].

The contribution of this paper achieves the purpose of first
presenting a bench-mark pattern for packet drop data collected
in a large network by showing that the covariance matrix of
a matrix whose entries are packet drops, are i.i.d and the
spectral distribution accurately follows Mp-Law. Again, this
paper shows that the effect of shadowing does not have any
noticeable effect on the spectral distribution of packet drop
random matrix. Although shadowing increases the variance of
packet drops in the immediate shadowing environment, the
resultant effect of shadowing on packet drops is still random
. Hence, no significant correlation in packet drop is created
as a result of shadowing. More on effect of shadowing is
discussed in the case study section. In addition, it is observed
that inference is a significant cause of packet drops in a
network. [7] analyzed three well know causes of packet drops



namely: external WiFi interference, non-Wifi interference and
multipath interference among which he claimed external Wifi-
interference had the most significance in Wifi-Based Long
Distance Networks (WiLD). This paper shows that interference
from jammers are the most significant cause of packet drops in
a large network. Lastly, results in this paper show that packet
drop due to jammers introduced into a network, follows the
waveform signal of the jammer. As such, a jamming signal
introduces some correlation into packet drop matrix which can
be visualized in the spectral distribution of the packet drop
matrix using the MP law and the ring law as visualization
tools. It can be argued that a reverse prediction of a network
can be made when the spectral distribution behaves in the
manner suggested by RMT tools used in this paper. This
paper is sub-divided into five sections: Section II presents an
overview of the description and framework of the simulated
network, Section III presents a theoretical background for data
analysis modeling.Three case studies are examined in Section
IV. Section V discusses further on observations and Section
VI concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION SETUP

In this paper, the simulation setup is modeled as a large
network topology in OPNET project editor environment. A
wireless deployment wizard is used to deploy 250 mobile
nodes on a 3000 × 3000 square-meter horizontal terrain.
OPNET’s ‘coverage area transmitter adv’ node is used for
both the mobile user and the base-station although they are
configured differently to suit their individual purpose. The
‘coverage area tranmitter adv’ node is used because it has
the ‘PHY’ and ‘Traffic’ attributes which can be configured
to model physical layer network attributes: pathloss, Shadow
Fading, Radio Link parameters, packet sending rate and others.

Fig. 1: Network topology layout of 10 clusters each with 25
nodes on a 111x111 square-meters area.

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters for Mobile User and Base-
Station Profile

Rx Channel Mobile User Base Station
Antenna Gain ( dBi) -1
Rx Sensitivity ( dBm) -130 -200
Min Frequency ( MHz) 1710 2110
Bandwidth ( KHz) 22000 22000

Tx Channel
Min Frequency ( MHz) 2110 1710
Bandwidth ( KHz) 22000 22000
Channel Rate ( Mbps) 1 1
Modulation qpsk qpsk
Tx Power ( dBm) 26 30
Shadow Fading Enabled Not Used

Since a campus network is examined in context, the IMT
Advanced channel model termed: ‘UMa-LoS/NLoS(ITU-R
M2135)’ is used to model an Urban Macro channel. The
nodes are divided into 10 clusters each having 25 randomly
distributed nodes in a 111× 111 square-meter area. see Fig.1

It is assumed each cluster represents a building in a campus
environment with individuals seated. This actually represents
the usual setting of mobile phone users. A base station is
centrally located among the clusters. Hypothesis show that
packet drops may be caused by hardware variation, differences
in receiver sensitivity and oscillator calibration [8] [9] [10].
However, packet drops in this paper are due to distance,
and effect of shadowing. Simple arithmetic shows that the
25 mobile users per cluster are at an average distance of
27.75 m from one another. Since the average distance between
mobile users is relatively small compared to the distance of
mobile nodes from the base-station, the effect of packet drop
due to relative position of mobile nodes within each cluster
area is negligible. In addition, since mobile nodes within the
same cluster suffer similar shadowing, neglecting intra-cluster
shadowing, similar uniform shadowing can be comfortably
assumed within the clusters. Table I shows parameters for
base-station and mobile users profile in OPNET. The base
station is set to transmit network traffic at 20 packets/seconds
at a standard packet size of 1024 bits size and the simulation
is made to run for 400 seconds. During simulation, packet
drop statistics are collected per seconds from all 250 nodes.
Three simultaneous simulations are executed for the following
scenarios:
• When shadowing is not used on clusters and when

uniform shadowing is used within each cluster
• When one (1) stealth pulsed jammer is introduced into

the network with shadowing
• When four (4) stealth pulsed jammers are randomly

introduced into the network

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Packet drop data collected during simulation is filled into
the entries a large matrix X . The rows of X represent the each
mobile user while the columns of X span a duration of 400s.
If the number of mobile nodes is taken as N , and the duration



as n, X can be treated as a random matrix: X ∈ CN×n.
To model X using random matrix theory, a brief survey of a
number of theorems is necessary to describe the behavior of
the network.

A. Theorem (Deformed Quarter Circle Law [3])

Let the entries of the N × n matrix X be independent
identically distributed entries with zero mean and variance
1/N . Then the empirical singular value distribution of X
converges almost surely to the limit given by:

f√
XXH

(x) =
1

2πxcσ2

√
(b− x)(x− a)(a ≤ x ≤ b) (1)

where a = σ2(1 −
√
c)2, b = σ2(1 +

√
c)2, c = N

n and
σ is variance. Equation (1) is known as Marčenko-Pastur
distribution.

Since X is treated as a random matrix, its entries are
normalized to zero mean, variance 1/N to meet the conditions
of the Deformed Quarter Circle law. The covariance matrix of
X is further calculated as: A = XXH . If the entries of A are
i.i.d, A has same approximate limiting distribution as equation
( 1) within boundaries a and b. The exact spectrum distribution
of A is unknown. To estimate the spectral density of X , a
standard non-parametric method popularly known as kernel
density estimation is used [4]. Supposing the observations
X1 · · ·Xn are i.i.d random variables with unknown density
function f̂(x) and probability distribution Fn(x), the kernel
density estimate of f√

XXH
(x) is:

f̂n(x) =
1

Nh

∑
N
i=1K(

x− xi
h

) (2)

where h = n
−n2

5 is the bandwidth of the kernel estimation
used to calibrate the smoothing properties if f̂(x). The normal
function K(y) = 1√

2π
e−

n2

5 is selected as the kernel function
for estimation.

Summarily, Marčenko-Pastur law is a popular theorem that
holds when the entries of sufficiently large X are i.i.d, zero-
mean and variance 1/N . As such, to test whether X is a
random matrix with i.i.d entries, kernel density estimation is
used to approximate the spectral distribution to see if it follows
MP-Law. This result is shown in the case study section.

B. Theorem (Ring Law)

Let the entries of the N × n matrix X be i.i.d with zero
mean, variance 1/N : then, the empirical eigenvalue distribu-
tion of the singular value equivalent of X converges almost
surely to

fXu(z) =
{

1
cπ

0 elsewhere

√
1− c < |z| ≤ 1 as N,n→∞

(3)
with the ratio c = N/n ≤ 1 fixed, the radius of the inner

circle is
√
1− c.

The ring law presents another framework to define the
spectral distribution of X . If the entries of X are i.i.d, zero
mean and variance 1/N , then the singular equivalent of X

has eigenvalues distributed in a ring according to the limiting
distribution in equation (3). From the ring law theorem, the
eigenvalue distribution of the singular value equivalent (Xu)
of X is uniformly distributed between the unit outer circle
and inner circle with radius

√
1− c. To test if X conforms to

the ring law, the singular value equivalent of X is calculated
using

Xu = U
√
XXH (4)

where U is a unitary N ×N matrix. The eigenvalues of Xu

are plotted in the complex plane within a unit circle and
an inner circle of radius

√
1− c. If Xu is found to have

some correlations between its eigenvectors, the distribution
of eigenvalues in the ring asymptotically shrinks towards the
origin of the unit circle as rank (Xu)→ 0 according to some
limiting distribution [11].

C. Theorem (Outliers for finite rank perturbations) [12].

Assuming X is a random matrix and P is a perturbation
matrix with bounded rank lower than rb. Let ε > 0 be
fixed and suppose that for all sufficiently large n, P hasn’t
any eigenvalues in the band {z ∈ C, b + ε < |z| <
b + 3ε} and has rb eigenvalues counted with multiplicity
λ1(P ), · · · , λrb(P ) with modulus higher than b + 3ε. Then,
with a probability tending to one, X + P has exactly rb
eigenvalues with modulus higher than b+ 3ε. Hence,

∀i ∈ 1, · · · , rb, λi(X + P )− λi(P )→ 0. (5)

In the outliers for finite rank perturbation theorem, all the
eigenvalues of X are within the annulus. Hence all outliers
are due to perturbation by P . [12] further showed that there
are no outliers within the inner circle of the ring. In this paper,
since X obtained from packet drop data is assumed to be a
random matrix with i.i.d entries, then all its eigenvalues should
lie within the band {b+ ε < |z| < b+3ε} if this is true of X

IV. CASE STUDY

OPNET simulation platform was used to examine the three
scenarios listed in section II. In the first scenario, shadowing
was enabled on all the mobile nodes in the network when
packet drop is being collected. In this same scenario, shadow-
ing was disabled on all the nodes. The enabling and disabling
of shadowing is a feature of the ’pathloss’ model attribute for
mobile nodes in OPNET. When shadowing was enabled, the
simulation runs for 400s and packet drop data is collected for
all 250 nodes on the network.

A. Shadowing Disabled vs Shadowing Enabled

The data is filled into the entries of X as described in
section III. The MP-Law (The Deformed Quarter Circle Law)
is used to verify if the entries of the X are i.i.d. As such, the
entries of X is normalized to zero mean, variance 1/N . Next,
the covariance matrix of X is calculated using An = XXH .
If the entries of X is i.i.d, then A must have same approximate
limiting distribution as the MP-law (i.e equation (1)). The
simulation again runs when shadowing feature is disabled on



(a) No Shadowing (b) Shadowing Enabled

Fig. 2: MP-Law vs Histogram of Eigenvalues of An = XXH

(a) No Shadowing (b) Shadowing Enabled

Fig. 3: Eigenvalues Distribution of Xu in the Unit Ring (no
outlier observed due to shadowing)

all the nodes. The histogram of eigenvalues (λi(A)) of A is
plotted against the theoretical MP-Law for when shadowing is
disabled and enabled in Fig.2a and Fig.2b. Two observations
are made: first, in both Fig.2a and Fig.2b, the histogram
of λi(A) matches the distribution of MP-law approximately.
Second, there is no significant difference between cases when
shadowing is enabled on the network and when shadowing
is disabled. Although one expects some correlation to be
introduced in the packet drop data since mobile nodes in same
cluster suffer similar shadowing. It can be argued that although
modes in the same cluster suffer the same shadowing effect,
the signature of intra-cluster packet drop is reflected only in the
variance of packet drop being higher in clusters farther away
from the base station than those closer to the base station. But
since the overall signature of shadowing on packet drop is still
random, on normalization to zero mean, variance 1/N , the
overall effect of shadowing on packet drop becomes random.
Hence, A still has i.i.d entries. In addition, Xu calculated using
equation (4). The eigenvalues of Xu is plotted in the unit
complex plane to verify the ring law in section III.B. Fig.3a
and Fig.3b shows that the eigenvalues of Xu all lie within
the annulus. The ring law is used to further re-confirm the
independence of entries in X after an initial confirmation by
the MP law.

B. A Jammer is Introduced into the Network

In the second scenario, packet drop statistics are collected
when a malicious jammer is introduced into the network. A
network jammer causes significant packet drops to mobile

users on the network due to interference. To model a network
jamming scenario, a pulsed jamming source is placed at a
significant distance from one of the clusters. Since a typical
jamming source tries to conceal detection as much as possible,
a pulsed jamming source with a 20% on-time and a transmit
power of 10w is used. The jammer is placed in the network at
an approximate distance of 200m from cluster 8. Fig.4 shows
one eigenvalue spike when one jammer is introduced into the
network. In addition, Fig.5 is consistent to show one outlier
when one jammer is introduced into the network.

Fig. 4: Histogram of eigenvalues of A.

Fig. 5: Eigenvalue distribution of X in unit Ring.

Since the distribution of the network follows MP law
accurately before a jammer is introduced without any any
eigenvalue spike or outlier, and one eigenvalue spike and out-
lier is noticed in Fig.4 and Fig.5 after a jammer is introduced,
there is further incentive to investigate the spectral properties



of X and A = XXH when more jammers are introduced into
the network.

C. 4 Jammers are Randomly Placed in the Network

The eigenvalue spike obtained in section IV.B is a mo-
tivation to deploy more jammers into the network. In this
section, 4 jammers are distributed into the network. It is
reasonable to assume the network jammers are independent
of one another. Since malicious jammers on a network use
different jamming strategies, jamming signal waveforms differ
from jammer to jammer. The jamming signal waveform is
separately modeled for all four jammers using various random
distributions. OPNET modeler includes random distributions
which could be used to custom existing process models. The
original process model of the pulsed-jammer model in OPNET
is modified to introduce random distributions into the on-time
and off-time of the pulsed jammer.

TABLE II: Simulation Parameters for jammer’s profile used
in OPNET

Jammer 1 Jammer 2 Jammer 3 Jammer 4

Off(s)
Normal
µ = 50
σ = 20

Constant
70

Exponential
µ = 45

Poisson
µ = 70

On(s)
Normal
µ = 10
σ = 10

Constant
4

Uniform
Min=5
Max=20

Uniform
Min=7
Max=30

The on-time and off-time of the jamming waveform of
all four jammers is characterized by applying the random
distributions as profiled in Table II.

The network topology is setup as in subsection B except
for the introduction of four jammers into the network. Again,
packet drop statistics are collected and the covariance matrix
A is calculated. A plot of the histogram of eigenvalues vs MP-
law is obtained in Fig.6. Four eigenvalue spikes corresponding
to each of the four jammers are observed.

Fig. 6: Histogram of eigenvalues of A for 4 jamming sources.

Fig. 7: Eigenvalue distribution of X in unit ring for 4 jamming
sources.

However, when the eigenvalues of Xu is plotted in the ring,
only one outlier is observed as shown in Fig.6. It is also
observed that the eigenvalue bulk shrinks away from the unit
ring and seem to be more concentrated towards the center of
the inner circle. (see Fig.7)

V. DISCUSSION

Coulliet and Debbah observed that the presence of
spiked eigenvalues of a sample covariance matrix BN =

T
1
2

NXNX
H
N T

1
2

N , with XN ∈ CN×n random with i.i.d entries
of zero mean and variance 1/N , with a set α1 · · ·αM of non-
negative real eigenvalues outside the set τ1 · · · τN of eigenval-
ues within the support of {1−

√
c, 1+

√
c}, where the eigenval-

ues follow MP-law, does not contradict Theorem A (MP-Law)
[13]. Hence, spiked eigenvalues may feature in the eigenvalue
histogram of a covariance matrix and Theorem A still holds.
However, one of the conditions for Theorem A to hold is that
the entries of X ∈ CN×n must be i.i.d. The presence of spiked
eigenvalues indicates the presence of ‘signal’. Essentially, the
presence of a valid single spiked eigenvalue in Fig.4 is further
confirmed by the presence of four spiked eigenvalues in Fig.6
after jammers were introduced into the network. Since the
simulation involves packet drop statistics and not base-band
signals, one can comfortably predict that the presence of a
spiked eigenvalue outside the supports of the MP-Law is due
to a strong modal deviation in the characteristics of the packet
drop data due to the effect of jamming signal on packet
drop statistics. The network jammers prevent packets from
being delivered thereby, increasing packet drop rate during
jammer on-time. Basically, the jammer causes the random
packet drop statistic to increase and decrease in a manner
similar to the on-time, off-time waveform of the jamming
signal. Since the jammers affect a number of nodes, they cause



a dominant modal effect on the distribution of eigenvalues of
A by reducing the randomness of the packet drop to reflect
the on-off-time of the jammers. Hence, the deviation from
independent packet drop data entries in A is broken by the
non-randomness introduced into A by the jammers. However,
because the waveforms of the various jammers are different,
the characterization of packet drop data due to all four jammers
are different. The difference in the waveforms characterization
of all four jammers explains why there are four eigenvlaue
spikes in Fig.6 each spike representing one of the jammers.

In Fig.7, the eigenvalue distribution of Xi ∈ CN×n shows
that one outlier eigenvalue is observed. From Theorem C,
[12] shows that each outlier of the annulus is indicative of a
macroscopic deviation from the block due to some perturbation
of the base matrix. [12] further explains that only when
the strength of added perturbation to a matrix exceeds a
threshold would a deviation from the eigenvalue bulk be
observed. Otherwise, the expected extreme eigenvalues stick
to the bulk in the ring as those of the non-perturbed matrix.
‘This phenomenon is called BBP phase transition (named after
Baik, Ben Arous, Pch because of their seminal paper [14]) for
the eigenvalue phase transition in finite, low rank perturbation
models’. It is observed that Fig.5 and Fig.7 give only one
outlier but the outlier in Fig.7 is farther from the bulk than
that of Fig.5. This implies the perturbation of packet drop
matrix Xn due to the four jammers exceeds that due to only
one jammer. Again, comparing the distribution of eigenvalues
in the ring when no jammer had been introduced (Fig.3a
Fig.3b), when one jammer is introduced (Fig.5), and when
four jammers are used (Fig.7), there is significant shift in the
eigenvalues bulk towards the center of the unit ring, exceeding
the inner circle respectively as more jammers are introduced
into the network. A plausible explanation for the shrinking of
eigenvalues towards the center of the circle may be due to
increased correlation between rows of X due to the jammers.
Since the jammers affect the clusters closest to them, they
make packet drop data observed in those clusters to increase in
a notable signature analogous to the waveform of the jamming
signal. Hence the randomness of packet drop data is reduced.
This intuition is further proven by the eigenvalue spikes and
outliers which are observed in both the histogram and annulus.
The spikes are caused by the dominant effect of the jammers,
so also are the outliers. The outliers show that there is a
perturbation of the original packet drop matrix when jammers
are introduced.

VI. CONCLUSION

Results obtained show that packet drop data, although a
passive network statistic, when collected in a large network
can be used as a monitoring tool to predict the cause of
network issues. It can be argued that since packet drop data is
random, effect of shadowing and slow fading in a network may
not be detected from packet drop statistics but a significant
jamming of network nodes may be detected from packet drop
data. Anomalies in packet drop data due to sudden random
deep fade in a large wireless network does not create alarm

because when the entries of a random matrix of packet data
is normalized to zero mean, variance 1/N , and such spikes
are eliminated. However, the presence of stealth jammers in a
network with as little as about 20% on-time may be detected
if a significant number of users are affected. Again packet
drop data is discrete and can be counted easily. As such, it
can be used as a universal metric to predict the performance
of networks while the robust tools of random matrix theory
can be used to predict and detect network jamming when
employed adequately. Future work in this respect will seek to
propose algorithms to enable a distributed means of analyzing
packet drop data by individual mobile nodes so that random
matrix analysis tools can be applied on data in real-time and
preventive measures invoked when threats are conclusively
determined.
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